2 discusses Atwood's 'shadow males,' the ambiguous men who seem simultaneously to both protect and threaten her female characters. Chapter 3 examines the violence that pervades Atwood's novels. Chapter 4, called 'Gothic Transformations,' describes three types of transformation: 'A sort of melding of personalities ... [in which] the central characters' identities are fused with other characters' as in The Edible Woman, Cat's Eye, Alias Grace, The Robber Bride and The Blind Assassin; 'change caused by the death of someone close to the protagonist'; and 'Protagonists ... trapped in altered states,' as in Bodily Harm and The Handmaid's Tale. In these cases, even though the outcome is uncertain, the characters 'live long enough to tell their own stories.' Therefore, storytelling, making sense of one's story, is transformative in itself.
Tennant starts with the thesis that Atwood's use of the Gothic is didactic, teaching through negative example: 'If women are to overcome their status as victims, they must understand that they are ... victimized, and that through self-knowledge they have the power to cease being victims. ... By transforming traditional Gothic elements, [Atwood] enables her readers to transform themselves.' In order to make such a claim, it might be useful to consider its implications more fully by offering a closer examination of women's positions and options in contemporary society. Atwood herself, in Survival (1972) , seeks to make us aware of women's victimization and asserts that 'in an oppressed society ... you can't become an ex-victim ... until the entire society's position has been changed. ' Because of the study's thematic structure, each chapter discusses all of the novels in light of a particular theme. This requires that explication of plot and background be repeated in each chapter. It would have made for a stronger book if Tennant had selected one or two novels for a more thorough examination in each chapter, alluding briefly to ways that other novels develop the theme.
Tennant relies on classic studies of the Gothic. Missing are some more recent studies of this genre, such as Michelle Masse's In the Name of Love: Women, Masochism, and the Gothic (1992) which also discusses Atwood. Perhaps the time is now ripe for a new study of Atwood's Gothic that will build on traditional notions of the Gothic and examine them in light of new theoretical and critical methodologies such as cultural materialism. (KAREN Thomas King's work has long deserved a book-length study such as this one, which examines his stories, novels and children's books, and radio scripts in careful detail and with considerable theoretical nuance. Some of the pleasures and the pitfalls of the enterprise perhaps can be summed up by considering the image on the book jacket: a photograph of Thomas King taken by himself. A big drum sits beside him. So does a movie poster composed of a closeup of a young Native man with the heading 'Navajo' in big letters, and in smaller ones, 'he has his eyes on your heart.' King wears a bolo tie and a cowboy hat, not to mention a Lone Ranger mask. Draped over what look to be heat pipes above is what looks to be buckskin, although it could also be styrofoam packing material. King has situated himself 'in between' cultures and in between the binary opposites of race and nation and so does this book.
However, it isn't easy unpacking images this complex. King, part Cherokee, Greek, and (Swiss) German (not Navajo) is not geometrically positioned at the middle of two opposites either in the picture (or in life). He is a sort of Indian dressed as a sort of cowboy in a problematic indoor locale with one authentic-looking artefact (the drum) and a not so authentic one (the movie poster). A mask is designed to conceal one's identity; here it is also a symbol of a famous white fictional hero. And of course I could go on.
An academic book is supposed to be serious and comprehensive, and so in analysing comic texts as 'counter-discourse' this one is up against the impossible task of convincingly pretending it can analyse an inherently unstable message. I cannot pretend I did a better job than these authors in my work on King. What follows then is just a quick glance at the pitfalls of trying to analyse 'trickster discourse' using Western 'rational' discourse. The authors often situate King as 'a Native writer speaking back to racist conventions,' which is, of course, over-simplified, particularly if one assumes the racist conventions are those held only by whites. In the analysis of The Dead Dog Café Comedy Hour, some of this comes out, as the character Tom is played as mixed-blood, teased for being too white by Gracie Heavyhand and Jasper Friendly Bear, who sympathetically try to 'Indianize' him. King, as the author of the script, gets away with writing himself a part playing 'straight' man to Gracie and Jasper while simultaneously skewering white racism and complaining about being treated as white by Native people who take their identity for granted.
Another example of the problem is the analysis of King's use of Cherokee headings in Green Grass, Running Water, which is seen as cultivating an '"in-group" of readers who are familiar with this Native language.' But, as he says in an interview with Peter Gzowski, a friend had to help him get these headings right and, further, the 'in-group' of Cherokee readers is minuscule. The out-group includes nearly everyone, Native and non-Native alike. The problem is that the assumptions embedded in analytic prose prove just as strong as the stereotypes one might be using to oppose them: we might want King to be a Native author to stabilize our white selves, but he refuses to be positioned in any way that will allow a fixed identity to be imposed on him, which in turn makes us even more determined to get to the bottom of what he's up to. The authors helpfully quote Judith Butler to imply that what King's work does is 'to establish a kind of political opposition that is not a "pure" opposition' but plumbing the depths of the impurity is a task of necessity always left unfinished. Although it is impossible to 'get to the bottom of it' ('it's turtles all the way down,' as King repeatedly said in his Massey lectures, The Truth about Stories, 2003) , this book does a good job of casing out at least some of the angles or is that turtles? (MARGERY FEE) Sam Solecki.
Ragas of Longing: The Poetry of Michael Ondaatje
University of Toronto Press. xi, 220. $60.00
In his 1999 study of Al Purdy, Sam Solecki expressed his surprise and dismay that his was the first book-length study of 'the major or central poet of our experience.' In the introduction to his study of Michael Ondaatje's poetry, Solecki is 'still surprised' that 'a writer of Ondaatje's stature and reputation' remains 'ignored even by academic critics, the linebackers of poetry's crumbling last line of defence'; Solecki's dismay resurfaces not over the apathetic reception of Ondaatje's poems, but in a lament for the flagging vitality of poetry itself. The problem, Solecki suggests, is that poems are too difficult to treat ideologically or discursively; they resist the dominant critical approaches of contemporary lit crit, focused on 'gender, class, politics and social critique' instead of aesthetics. His study of Ondaatje presents an impressively attentive overview of Ondaatje's poetic corpus, and an affirmation of the value of reading poetry closely and carefully. Each chapter of Solecki's book focuses on one of Ondaatje's books; earlier versions of five chapters appeared (from 1977 to 2001) in literary periodicals. Arranged chronologically, they follow the publication order of Ondaatje's collections, tracing the development of Ondaatje's poetics although Solecki asserts that Ondaatje's characteristic vocabulary and themes were in evidence from the beginning. For Solecki, Ondaatje's poetry culminates in Handwriting, a volume in which the poet offsets 'his early figuratively congested style' with a lapidary directness and accepts the confessional imperative he confronted in Secular Love. The chapters are intercut with brief commentaries, each centring on paratext (covers, titles, epigraphs) or context (canon, twice), which disrupt the quasi-biographical chronology by ranging through Ondaatje's work to discover preoccupations and consistencies. Solecki's study thus remains open-ended; he lets Ondaatje have the 'last word,' and offers the poet's commentaries on his work, often despite himself: 'I think it only damages a poem,' Ondaatje
